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Executive Summary:
Locally targeted ad spending by U.S. national brands is projected to grow from $54.4 billion in 2014 to $68.9 billion in 
2018, according to BIA/Kelsey’s U.S. Local Media Forecast. More than two-thirds of the brands surveyed by BIA/Kelsey say 
they already invest in local marketing initiatives.

Consumer demand for online local information is driving much of this growth. Four in five consumers now use search 
engines to find local information, according to Understanding Consumer Local Search Behavior, a research report published 
by Google/Ipsos MediaCT/Purchased in May 2014. The vast majority of those consumers – 88 percent – search on their 
smartphones.

This white paper provides a step-by-step approach to help multi-location enterprise businesses or brands maximize the 
value of their local search engine optimization (SEO) efforts. Multi-location brands will learn:
• How to measure the effectiveness of your local SEO efforts; 
• How to quickly track local search performance with automated local search reports; and 
• How to use summary reports to compare reports with conversions. (i.e., are higher rankings or more online reviews 

delivering conversions?)

Note: This whitepaper is based on a webcast from Digital Marketing Depot. Thanks to the original contributors:   
Bill Connard, V.P. of Local Search Solutions, and Tyler Ludwig, Interactive Marketing Manager, both with Rio SEO. To view 
the on-demand version of this webcast, please visit  
http://digitalmarketingdepot.com/webcast/local-seo-automation-delivers-results-multi-location-businesses
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Planning your local ROI strategy
The first step in measuring the effectiveness of your local SEO efforts is to 
develop a plan for your approach. For example, what conversion events 
will you measure? What will be your definition of success? Are you seeking 
higher SERP rankings? Or increased website traffic? Are you looking to 
increase the number of online sales or form fills? Knowing the answers to 
these types of questions upfront is critical for your success in local SEO.

The second step is to implement local analytics to measure traffic and click 
activity across your brand’s local landing pages and store finders. Remember 
that each brand location should have its own landing page. Consumers are 
looking for you locally, and a website can be the hub for all local marketing 
and SEO efforts.

Lastly, you will need to track and review the results of your local SEO efforts 
to determine if your SERP rankings are improving , and if your citation 
are clean and accurate. You will want to compare your online and offline 
conversions to measure any changes, as well.

Roll-up reporting for your entire network of locations will enable you to 
understand your overall performance and how each location ranks across the 
local search ecosystem, which can include hundreds of specialty and yellow 
pages directories as well as search engines. The following sections explore 
these three steps – plan, implement and review – in more detail.

Defining your ROI requirements
There are many ways to measure local SEO effectiveness, and choosing the KPIs that will determine your success is a crucial 
step.  Here are some of the KPIs that can be valuable in defining your ROI requirements:

•	Website analytics: Are you separating store finders and local landing pages?
•	Call tracking: How many calls are coming in? How many “click to calls” are being clicked? (Make sure to tag the click-to-

call button on your mobile pages.)
•	Click activities: Are you measuring clicks on such things as driving directions?
•	Conversions: Are searchers filling out loyalty program forms or downloading coupons?
•	Rankings: Are they improving? If so, is it impacting site traffic? 
•	Brand consistency on local citations: Is your brand name spelled right? Are capitals or hyphens in the right places (or 

not)? 

Measuring local search traffic 
Implementing a web analytics program will enable you to measure your local search traffic and all of these metrics. You will 
need to identify your goals and name all of the click events that you plan to track in your reporting. These click events can 
include:

• Driving directions;
• Coupon downloads;
• “Make an appointment;” 
• Form fills; and
• Conversions/purchases.

Roll-up reporting for 
your entire network of 
locations will enable 

you to understand your 
overall performance 

and how each location 
ranks across the local 

search ecosystem, 
which can include 

hundreds of specialty 
and yellow pages 

directories as well as 
search engines.
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You should also set your analytics program to segment traffic to store location 
finders as national or by state, city, or local pages. Identifying traffic by source 
(i.e., search engine, mobile, or referral) will also allow you to sort out referral 
traffic and measure how these referrals impact SERP rankings. 

Identifying local user behavior 
To begin tracking your local SEO results, you must first identify what local 
users are doing on your site. And, specifically, whether or not they are clicking 
on the content you want them to. As previously mentioned, click events and 
subsequently, click activity reports, can include clicks on driving directions, click-
to-call buttons for mobile searchers, and purchases. You can also track social 
sharing such as whether or not searchers are sharing your coupons or URLs 
through their social networks.

Social analytics, or understanding how online word-of-mouth or social sharing 
impacts site traffic, have become must-have tools as social media usage 
continues to explode. These types of tools can help you identify important social influencers, how often your URLs are 
being cut and pasted, and any Facebook Open graph integrations.

Tracking local rankings and reviewing your SEO impact 
The local search ecosystem goes well beyond the three major search engines (Google, Yahoo!, and Bing) to include 
hundreds of mapping/GPS sites and systems, data aggregators, specialty directories and online yellow pages. Some of 
the leading sites in these categories are Yelp, Citysearch, Superpages.com, TripAdvisor and Angie’s List. Data aggregators, 
which distribute listings across these types of directories, include InfoUSA, Acxiom, Factual, Foursquare, and Neustar 
Localeze. Begin with a baseline ranking report that covers brand names as well as product categories across all of these 
sites, and allows you to follow improvements over time.

Ultimately, your goal is to discern whether or not your rankings and cleaner citations are driving traffic and conversions. Are 
the online searches sending more people into the stores? Are coupons being redeemed and not just downloaded? You can 
glean many insights into your marketing campaign effectiveness as well by monitoring loyalty program sign-ups, and the 
relationship between your SEO and paid search campaign efforts. If you are not already utilizing display retargeting, you 
may want to consider retargeting social influencers with more customized or personalized ads.

Tracking local search performance
Automating your local SEO efforts is an important step in tracking local search performance. Manual tasks such as SEO and 
schema markup, online directory listing management and distribution, search engine map management, and development 
and maintenance of local landing pages and mobile optimized pages are time consuming and tedious. 
Begin by automating your local reporting, including: 

• Scheduling the frequency of your reports: daily, weekly, monthly or quarterly;  

• Defining your search criteria based on KPIs: name, address and phone number (NAP) accuracy, local search terms (both 
brand and product categories) and relevant websites and directories; and  

• Hyperlocal reporting data: city, state or national.

AUTOMATE TRACK REPORT
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Next, you will need to track the consistency of your local data, particularly the accuracy of location/brand names, addresses 
and phone numbers, in both listings and citations (brand mentions across directories, social networks, GPS systems and 
data aggregators). Although this step might seem obvious, it is critical. Local SEO and listing management are closely 
linked: accurate, complete and consistent listings improve search engine rankings. Monitor the accuracy of each location’s 
operating hours, products and services, product categories, local URLs, contact information and local URLs.
Online reviews and ratings are another critical area to monitor. Customer reviews are some of the most compelling 
marketing content available to businesses and have the greatest potential to influence new customers. Determine which 
review sites are appropriate for your brand to track, and then report on reviews by site (i.e., Yelp, Google+, Yahoo! Local, 
Foursquare) as well as average review scores across sites. You can then use this data to analyze correlations in traffic and 
ranking trends and identify where your SEO efforts are working and where there are opportunities for improvement. 

How to use reports to compare SEO results with conversions 
Armed with the data from your automated local SEO reporting, you can begin to analyze how your efforts are impacting 
site conversions. You can learn if you are driving the types of prospects you want to your site. Segmented reports that 
define, combine and roll-up data are valuable tools to present results at an executive level. For example, by viewing the 
number of online conversions side-by-side with local search traffic over time you can gauge how traffic quality correlates 
with purchase trends. Begin by defining your location set – by either geography or store type. You’ll need to identify 
individual locations by city, state or national, and then select the store types and filters.

Next, combine data sources to enable cross-channel reporting. There are many touch points on the digital consumer 
journey, including SEO, SEM, social and display. Understanding the relationship between these channels and how they push 
the consumer down the purchase funnel is critical. Your reporting should show side-by-side channel trends and enable you 
to drill down to specific sources.

Lastly, create roll-up reports that help you compare multiple segments, overall local network performance and trends over 
time. By comparing local data accuracy (i.e., SEO) with your local rankings over time, you can understand the relationship 
between citation accuracy and increases in local rankings (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Measuring the impact of citation accuracy against average rankings

DEFINE COMBINE ROLL UP
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Conclusion
Automating your local SEO initiatives can yield numerous bottom-line results. The keys to success are to employ some 
simple yet effective strategic and tactical approaches that will help you plan and identify critical KPIs, implement local 
analytics programs to execute your goals, and then track and review your results through a variety of roll-up reports across 
your brand network. n

About Rio SEO
The Rio SEO enterprise local search platform powers Store Finder, Mobile Store Finder software, and Local Business Listing 
Management automation software for leading brands and national retailers with at least 500 locations. Rio SEO local CMS 
software offers multi-location businesses the ability to optimize and syndicate local business listings with search engines, 
social networks and online local aggregators, including Google, Yahoo, Bing, Infogroup Express Update, Neustar Localeze, 
Acxiom, Factual and Yext. Based in San Diego, Rio SEO was a recipient of the inaugural 2014 Local Search Association Ad 
to Action award for its Local Listing Manager solution. Rio SEO ranks among the largest independent providers of SaaS-
based, local SEO automation solutions and patented SEO reporting tools. Customers include top brand marketers, retailers 
and digital agencies. More information about Rio SEO is available at http://www.RioSEO.com.

About Digital Marketing Depot  
and Third Door Media
Digital Marketing Depot is the premiere resource center for digital marketing strategies and tactics, providingwhite papers, 
research reports, and webinars for digital marketers and advertisers.

Digital Marketing Depot is a division of Third Door Media, Inc. Third Door Media’s mission is to empower interactive 
andsearch marketing professionals by providing trusted content and community services they need to be successful.
Third Door Media produces the conference series Search Marketing Expo - SMX, which includes SMX Advanced, SMX
East and other SMX conferences. Third Door Media also publishes Search Engine Land and Marketing Land, which
provide news, analysis and tutorials to help internet marketers do their jobs more effectively.

http://www.RioSEO.com

